34	PRESERVED MILK
If n is the total dilution to which the original nitrate is subjected to
obtain the solution used in the Fehling titration, and a the number of c.c.
of the diluted solution required to decolorise the 50 c.c. of Fehling solution,
the lactose (hydrated) L contained in 100 grams of the milk analysed is
given by the formula :
(id	i = «*z.
4<z
(b) From the lactose thus found, the polarisation due to it is calculated
by dividing by 0*3295 (grams of lactose in 100 c.c. which rotate i° Ventzke).
Deduction of this polarisation from the direct polarisation P of the original
liquid (see i, a above), multiplied by 5 gives the polarisation due to the
saccharose present alone ; from this the saccharose is calculated, knowing
that i° Ventzke corresponds with 0-26048 gram of saccharose per 100 c.c.
Hence the percentage of saccharose is given by the formula 1 :
(III)	5 = 0-26048 (5 P
\
o*3295x
3. determination of lactose and invert sugar present together.
If invert sugar is present in appreciable quantity (as happens sometimes if
the milk has not kept well), the percentage of saccharose is determined
by the Clerget method (see above, formula i a). The polarisation R due
to the lactose and invert sugar is then calculated by subtracting the rotation
due to the saccharose (which is obtained by multiplying the percentage of
saccharose by 3-839) from five times the initial rotation P of the original
liquid (see i, a).
From the data of the Fehling titration (see 2, a), the number of c.c. F
of Fehling solution which would be reduced by the total reducing sugars
present in 100 grams of milk is calculated by means of the formula 2 :
25000 n
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This done, these data are introduced into the equations ;
3-035 x —1-191 y = R
148 x + 194 y = F,
in which x is the percentage of lactose and y that of invert sugar.   These
equations give :	pi
(IV)    ~	* --
(V)
'
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EXAMPLE :   40 grams of condensed milk, dissolved and made up to 204
1 These calculations may be shortened by using tables compiled by Vaccaxotti
H Lrib* Mm.* Ga&elle, 191,4, VII, 253).
2. If 10 c.c. of Fehfing" solution were used in the, ttfacation. ya^fcead ol 50 c*c;^ a,, fa /-'•§
ke formula should be replaced, by 5 a*	,'™

